
CASCAIS 

Introducing the new modular sofa system - CASCAIS, that is a new generation of sofa systems. It's 
made with more softness and upgraded design in the sewing edges that we use for the first time in 
our designs. The main differences are in the presentation, Cascais is one new generation that is not 
tightened like the old models, through the time with use it will become softer and it will have 
crumpled up look which is integral part from the sofa and the cozy look. 

The sofa set includes different seating elements, backrests and pillow which can all be arranged to 
fit together to create different combinations. 

Some main differences that are new moments in producing this new model and the design are: 

1. The main difference in this model is that we combinate the elastic bends that we use for Choice,
Bonbon, Gemini and the pocket springs 13cm and HR foam that we use in Diagon, Matacao 2 so we
can create ultra-soft and comfy sofa system.

2.Back-support design changed for higher comfort and elegance. For the first time we implemented
metal back supports covered with fabric and additional back support produced with foam and silicon
batting that can be choose from 2 different dimensions.

3.The fixing on the sofa is also upgraded, for the connector we made combination from Cuban metal
connector and the Velcro stripe that we use in the other models. Its easy for use and the hole sofa
is very well fixed.



4. The stitching at the edges of the elements are with decorative dowel, that gives on the sofa more
elegant look.

5. For the first time we also use combination of  Because we have a lot of request for bigger
pillow that can be used for the head support. In Cascais we made one regular pillow that can be
upgraded with only adding the support pillow with zipper and becomes one bigger pillow with
headrest. The customer can buy one regular pillow that can upgrade with additional, any time they
want.
6. For the coziness that we want to achieve, we made the width of the seating part 90cm, for more
comfort while using the sofa.

7.The wooden legs are also new design that can be choose from nature or black color.

8. In the bottom of the sofa there is a storage in where can be placed the metal connector and the
legs. When the costumer will receive the sofa all metal backrest, the legs and the fixing connectors
will be placed in the storage.

1. Cozy seater 2. Metal backrest

2. Soft backrest 3. Connector



4. New stitching look

5. Adjustable pillow that can become from regular pillow to headrest pillow



7.wooden legs (nature - black)

8. Storage in the bottom of the sofa for the connector and legs

The legs are made of beech wood and can be ordered in two shades, natural and black. 
                                                The height of the leg itself is 8 cm.

 



CODES, PRICE, ORDER AND PRODUCTION DETAILS 

CODES, NAMES AND PRICES: You will find additional file in the announcement.

REMOVABLE COVERS: Every element of the sofa is made with removable covers,  the same way like the 
CLOOODS model, that means everything is removable and washable.  

CONNECTORS: With every seating element the customer will receive 1 connector for connecting the parts 
together, positioned on the bottom of every element. One connector per part is free of charge, every 
additional ordered conecctor will chargerd with full price.

ORDERS: The model can be ordered starting in your first ordering dates from 20.09.23 

PICTURES: Technical drawings for Cascais will be added additionally. Product photos, Ambiental photos 
will be additunally added on the web side from the marketing department. 

THE PACKAGING: Every element will be packed separately. 




